
Indian companies can watch from cheap 

balcony seats or they can beat China. 
 

It is reshuffling of  the entire deck of cards in global screen -  humanity , jokers and all . 

The world is imploding all around us, one country after the other is struggling to balance a full plate of foreign 

policy crisis in nearly every corner of the plate, from US and Russia in Syria to India and Pakistan in Asia or 

Japan with North Korea . Post Brexit  national self interest and self preservation has hijacked frightened 

mindsets . 

 

Will Indian companies remain relevant to new emerging global economy borders and realignment or become 

an afterthought ?  PEOPLE are killing each other in extraordinary numbers across the world over ancient 

religious belief that have been barbarically  perverted and distorted, this will likely relegate Indian Govt and 

business community  to a cheap balcony seat from which all they can do is watch . Our over dependence on 

US from govt to IT is not getting it that US is undergoing a considerable ideological shift that is shackling the 

country to its core , this is  nothing  like 1960’s , it is more severe and it is technology driven, blinking and 

beeping all day long on smartphones and not once in 24 hours view news papers . 

 

India is divided politically - that the country is moving to both  left and right simultaneously- the prized “ 

CENTER” of the spectrum is dissolving as demographic undergo grinding metamorphosis that would make a 

cockroach pale in comparison. 

 

If you notice very carefully  US has essentially excused itself from the dinner table and never quite returned 

from the restroom , Russia has taken its seat at the Dias and is aggressively reassertion itself on the world 

stage as it takes advantage of the integrated Europe and disinterested US . Middle East has given birth to a 

pair of grossly disfigured childen like IS &AQ ,out of control organisations,  then there is Iran, the big bad 

pugnacious bully in classroom  and in all this no one is paying attention that our friendly neighbourhood China 

began constructing faux islands in the middle of Pacific  to further solidify its position as the proverbial gorilla in 

the room , today no one wants to pick a fight with them and we forgot about the colourful joker Kim Jongun of 

North Korea with his jittery finger on the nuke could CHANGE  any equation of business and economy  . 

Europe is flat out disintegrated and it's anyones guess what crumbs will be left on the bottom of the plate when 

all said and done . 

 

The whole world is grinding and shifting like earths tectonic plates and the Indians’ well being could be take to a 

back seat than everyone else . It may not be in conversation when you have Kim , ISIS , Iran ,Trump , Brexit all 

around . 

 

From our allies ( ASEAN , US , Afghanistan) we will get policy driven lip service  when china is picking up 

country after country in Africa which has double GDP than Europe and one of the fastest growing economies , 

today when China gets cold  Africa gets pneumonia  as Europe and USA are  busy in their own domestic and 

foreign policy issues,China has taken over entire continent . 

 

Sooner of later the Indian Government  and business community will have to be enough for the themselves and 

rely less on others because at some point in the near future we will risk losing significance among peers as the 

world becomes more tenuous . 

By be being forced to carry more of its own weight, India can start to wean itself off its allies good grace and 

over time develop a functioning , well governed and have  supportive policies without which a country can not 

sustain its current course indefinitely.I am not saying they become the East india company but yes, strong 

support is must for business so rather than paying to Bhutan, Nepal and Bangladesh ( which is important 

strategically) make India strong first , charity begins at home specially when you have a strong and dedicated 

leader like Modi on driving seat, he already touched based with almost the entire world – let him now ask each 



country a favour for one Indian industry , not much . But for this he requires  support for  him from his own team 

,home( India) over religion, region ,water and everything else – just take a break and  first make the country 

strong, then you may start your fight again , and why does the  Government alone needs to do this ? When the 

private sector can support the Government in cleaning India, promoting education and sanitation why not in 

supporting them to make India one ? Even your business will  benefit to have strike free , riot free  situations 

where people won't burn buses bought by their own tax money ,where all the energy is channelled to  use the 

current situation to the  advantage of india. 

 

India will need to do all  for herself ,provide for herself , take responsibility, Govern, support business , act 

selfish but with dignity and grow because that's really not a bad thing at all. 

 

 

 


